
Increase the Speed and Quality of Your Electronic Assembly Line
Wave solder pallets and high temperature fixtures support the mass manufacturing process of printed circuit 
boards. They reduce setup time, improve solder flow, reduce bridging and solder skipping, eliminate labor 
intensive hand masking, reduce board warping, and protect heat-sensitive components.

Pallets and fixtures require machining and skilled labor to produce. This traditional production process is  
slow and expensive. Impossible Objects’ revolutionary Composite Based Additive Manufacturing (CBAM) is 
breaking that paradigm.

How?
Impossible Objects 3D Prints Wave Solder Pallets and Fixtures using carbon fiber reinforced with high 
temperature PEEK polymer. These materials provide excellent thermal and chemical resistance for the wave 
solder process. Our customers tell us that pallets from Impossible Objects withstand thousands of cycles  
without material degradation or warping.

LET’S CHANGE THE WAY 
THINGS ARE MADE.



80% Reduction in Turn-Around Time 
CBAM 3D printing can support rapid prototype 
iterations and production parts up to 80% faster than 
traditional manufacturing. 3D printed wave solder 
pallets reduce the tool design and development  
process by weeks or even months!

Quotations in 1 Business Day 
Our Engineers use board size, pallet quantity, and 
project complexity (e.g., through-holes only or num-
ber of SMT components pocket depth) to provide an 
estimated production quote in a single business day. 

Excellence in Design and  
Engineering Support 
Every solder pallet requires unique design consider-
ations to optimize solder flow and PCB component 
coverage. Our team provides engineering support 
 

to help ensure that your pallet design will deliver the 
results critical to your business. 

Contact us and Get Started Today 
Whether you use Wave Soldering, Selective Solder-
ing, or Point to Point Soldering, Impossible Objects 
has you covered. Impossible Objects also produces 
jigs, trays, pallets for conformal coating, and fixtures. 

If you face performance challenges and want to see 
how Impossible Objects’ CBAM technology can un-
leash the potential of your designs, reach out to us!

Jeff DeGrange jdegrange@impossible-objects.com
(612) 999-5252   |   www.impossible-objects.com

Dan Migely dmigely@impossible-objects.com
(312) 593-6447   |   www.impossible-objects.com

We offer:

THE  
CBAM-2  
HIGH  
TEMPERATURE 
TOOLING 3D  
PRINTER
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